Minutes of Meeting
CBSE Hubs of Learning (HA-2923)
Platform: Zoom
Hosted by: Ms. Charu Maini
Date: 28th July 2021 at 11 am
Attendees:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ms. Charu Maini -Lead Collaborator
Dr. Neelima Prakash-Member
Ms. Abha Raghav-Member
Ms. Rajni Ashat-Member
Mr. Vaibhav Kapoor-Member
Ms. Manju Jangid-Member

Minutes:


10th and 12th CBSE results were uploaded successfully by all Schools.



New CBSE Curriculum for classes 9th to 12th is divided into 2 periodic (50% syllabus in
each periodic), where first 2 periodic to conduct before 1st term of school exam and 3rd
periodic after 1st term.



Exams to conduct for 9th to 12th classes based on CBSE Board Pattern.



All participants suggested to create a group of teachers with respects to subjects and
Principal should be member of such respective groups to monitor and encourage teachers,
as and when required.



Capacity Building Programs for DAV teachers is planned to start from 21st Aug 2021,
similarly “Cohort” for teachers is to create to prepare/learn/build case studies, ascertain
type questions, reasoning questions, MCQ based on CBSE patterns.



Cohort Regular Online MS Teams Subject Meeting will happen among teachers based on
the subjects allocated to them for classes 9th to 12th. These meetings must have a proper
agenda and to be conduct efficiently.



Streams Chemistry/Science allocated to Ms. Neelima Asthana and Ms. Charu Maini.



Streams Commerce/Accounts allocated to Mr. Vaibhav Kapoor, Ms. Manju Dangi and
Ms. Abha Raghav.



Stream Biology allocated to Ms.Rajni Ashat.



Other subjects can be chosen by Principals on their requests.



Exams to conduct and assess based on 4 scenarios suggested by CBSE due to Pandemic
situations. All schools to ensure a timely and proper conduct of exams, also to maintain
complete data records for the same.



Syllabus reduced for classes 9th to 12th by CBSE and schools will try to complete syllabus
by early September 2021 and thereafter to focus more on revisions, practice, exams and
MCQ. Mark weight-age is equal for Term 1 and 2. Schools have to appropriately
consider examinations, practical’s and revisions timelines.



Hub of schools to prepare a set of question papers based on subjects, syllabus and
chapters and can be implement this for higher classes.



Ms. Charu Maini will initiate group creation of teachers based on the subjects. A Google
Form will be filled with Name, E-mail ID and Mobile#. Hub of schools will support each
other on the points discussed today.



Most of the schools are yet not opened for students due to no parents consent,
transportation and Pandemic situation but few schools are opened and started



Nursery admission process is also discussed.



New session for 10th and 12th to open around 20th March 2022 at DAV Sector 49,
Gurgaon.

Charu Maini
Lead Collaborator (HA-2923)

